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5" x 11" bookSolutions included in the event that you get stuckHigh quality paperback, not
magazine qualityThe usage of word finds & word searches are very useful in an expanding
vocabulary. When your vocabulary grows, so will your IQ! While entertaining, the puzzle can be
making words even more familiar.This is a collection of 50 Large Printing Word Come across
puzzles that spans the entire United States of America! Like the U.S. Word finds and various
other puzzles have also been found to keep maturing minds sharpened.50 U.S. Condition
Themed Puzzles18x18 Grid30 Word list to search per puzzle1,500 phrases to find8.ON SALE
Today!!!, these puzzles are easy to understand, but hard to beat! Through the use of these
puzzles you may be helping stimulate growth and function in the brain, maintaining that sharp
brain of yours!Get your copy now!
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A Bathroom Reader ! An excellent present for the Bathroom Reader in your family !. This was a
gift, and it was appreciated. Some folks actually dig these puzzles, and if you can help someone
look for a second of peace among the trials and tribble ashuns of this life after that DO IT! He's
quite a long time "word find puzzle publication" user.! Bought as a gift. He has turned into a fan
of Lil Reserve Club! The recipient actually enjoys it . Father really enjoys the big puzzles.C... Dad
really enjoys the big puzzles. I purchased a large print 50 state term find for my husband. NEW
YORK clues were for New Hampshire while New Hampshire .. Buy This Product! NEW YORK clues
were for New Hampshire while New Hampshire had various other NH clues. Found some of the
clue terms not really relevant when it comes to everyday thoughts about a particular condition
(e..: why all of the dinosaur references and who understood honey bees were popular in a wide
variety of states?) Just thought even more of the clues could have been more commonly
associated words with a particular state.! Love this phrase find.g.. Bought as a gift. The recipient
really enjoys it. Strongly suggested! Excellent quality! I will continue to have them for him
provided that he continues to work on them! This giant print word find will probably be worth a
try! He actually liked all of the US claims and found it exclusive. I can see the terms. is your
house stateC. Disappointing when N. I will continue . Two Stars The North Carolina puzzle had
nothing in connection with N.
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